
THE EMPLOYEE-FIRST APPROACH 
TO GDIT’S DIGITAL WORKPLACE 
TRANSFORMATION

The workplace is in flux as companies around 

the world adapt more agile work strategies. 

In doing so, many companies are finding 

themselves caught between a complex web 

of systems, implemented in silos for specific 

needs of the business. These technologies, 

despite being acquired to enable agility, 

too often end up underutilized for lack of 

awareness or ease of employee access. 

In these cases, the tools intended to drive 

engagement, collaboration, and flexibility 

become obstacles to productivity. 

General Dynamics Information Technology 

(GDIT) set out to break this cycle with a 

“People First” culture as the driving force 

behind their Digital Workplace Transformation. 

Under the Digital Workplace leadership team, 

they created  a transformative employee-

centric strategy to meet the needs of their 

mobile workforce through a cohesive set of 

on-demand IT tools and services. 

Learn how the team set about this effort 
and how you can adopt this strategy at 

your company.

Company At-a-Glance
Industry: Global Aerospace defense corporation
Founded: 1952
#/Associates: +49,000 
Headquarters: Falls Church, VA

Attracting top talent requires 
employers to rethink their 
recruitment and retension 
strategies. Bridging the 
modernization of IT and 
enabling employees to drive 
their own destiny in the 
workforce are top priorities. 

— Yen Tang 
Digital Workplace Transformation Leader General 

Dynamics Information Technology

“

”

Modo Workplace

Your Flexible, Digital HQ 
The workplace is wherever your 
employees are. Meet them there 
with a digital experience they’ll love. 
Modo Workplace centralizes all of the 
information and tools people need 
to work in the office and anywhere 
– your enterprise systems, hybrid 
work tools and more – all in 
one beautiful place. 

Our sophisticated platform and 
out-of-the-box integrations are 
presented through a low-code UI, so 
you can deliver an amazing custom app 
experience without the pain that typically 
comes with building or outsourcing it.

Goldman Sachs, Okta, Schneider Electric,  
Freddie Mac, and other digital transformation leaders 
power their digital workplace experiences with Modo.



Simplify hybrid work
 ● Fast reservation of spaces, desks, 

parking, meals and more 

 ● At-a-glance schedules to manage 
all facets of hybrid meetings

 ● Automatic release of no-show 
bookings 

 ● Streamlined management of 
staff staggering and service 
provisioning

Out-of-the-box integrations  
for enterprise systems 

 ● EMS, Office 365, Jira, Slack,  
Zoom, HID and many more,  
all within one elegant UI

43% of workers report spending 
too much time between different 
tools, spending up to an hour each 
day searching for information across 
different apps.

ENABLEEnable: Make sure everyone can work productively 

Easy to deliver, use, and expand, Modo Workplace simplifies hybrid work right now, to keep 
people productive, connected, and successful – and helps you stay agile as things change. 
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https://www.techrepublic.com/article/remote-working-technology-is-creating-a-productivity-nightmare/


Wellness and confidence
 ● Health attestations  

and vaccination status 

 ● Density checks  
and smart controls 

 ● Digital ID for 
touchless  
mobile entry

Personalize and localize 
communications

 ● Localized alerts triggered by 
beacons and geofencing

 ● Interactive wayfinding  
and virtual tours

 ● Surveys and polls

Modo is location-aware and supports multiple 
personas, so every individual’s experience 
is relevant – tools, maps, alerts, access, 
colleagues, everything.
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Drive collaboration
 ● Sync in-office schedules  

and seating with colleagues 
and friends

 ● Virtual spaces for scheduled 
or drop-by meetups

ENGAGE Engage: Bring people together to collaborate and connect 

Researchers at Harvard Business School encourage organizations to actively 
design employee and team experiences where casual but critical interactions 
that lead to innovation can readily happen.

Connect People
 ● Robust personal profiles  

with opt-in flexibility

 ● Interest groups  
and social sharing 

 ● Gamification and challenges
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Due to a lack of in-person connection during the pandemic, 42% of 
employees have felt their career stall. 53% of those 18-34 plan to look 
for a new job within 12 months.

ELEVATEElevate: Keep people moving forward professionally

MODO’S LOW-CODE APP-BUILDING PLATFORM

Easily deliver innovative digital experiences at scale for mobile, desktop and kiosks. Get up and running quickly with our out- 
of-the-box solution and lean on our support, services and integration partners to evolve to a fully customized app over time.

PRE-BUILT INTEGRATIONS

Near-unlimited, seamless integration opportunities with virtually any data source and web app. Satisfy a more sophisticated 
need with our productized integrations and native SDKs. Customize without limits using XModule and XComponents to  
drive experiences based on your own web services. Here are just a few of the many out-of-the-box integrations we offer:

 ● Reservation systems: EMS, FM: Systems, Condeco, 
Office 365, Google Suite

 ● Service ticketing: Jira, ServiceNow, Corrigo,  
Microsoft Dynamics

 ● Mobile access: HID

 ● Indoor maps: MapsPeople, Aruba

 ● Collaboration: Slack, Zoom, Teams

TOOLS AND GUIDANCE FROM A COMMUNITY OF DIGITAL LEADERS

Starter kits, launch plans, design templates and sample code, adoption acceleration, tech support, integrations,  
and full customization. Our extended community opens you up to learnings from those paving the way. 

Your Secret Weapons

Drive success
 ● Progress-to-goals dashboards 

 ● Employee recognition

 ● In-office or remote onboarding

 ● In-app reminders to nudge behaviors
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https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/survey-says-professionals-want-workplace-community/
https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/survey-says-professionals-want-workplace-community/
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FEATURES STANDARD ADVANCED / OPTIONAL

In-office
Return to Office Starter Kit ●

Employee & Guest Check-in ●

Health/Vaccination Attestation ●

Getting Around: Transit, Commuting, Ridesharing ●

Amenities: Dining, Gym ●

Facilities/PPE/Sanitation Requests ●

Virtual Tour ●

Wayfinding/Interactive Maps ● Advanced option available

Space Scheduling: Desks, Rooms, Parking ●

Touchless Door Access ●

Process Integrations (Slack, Help Desk, etc) ●

Building Integrations (temp, air quality etc) ●

Visitor Management ●

Communication & Information
Push and In-App Banner Notifications ●

News & Events ●

Policies & Protocols ●

Quick Polls & Surveys ●

Location-based notifications using beacons or within a geofence ●

Email notifications ●

Engagement & Collaboration
Directory Profiles ● Advanced option available

My Circle: Sync schedules with colleagues ●

Interest Groups ●

Gamification ●

Sharing: Photos, Music, Recipes, Marketplace ●

Employee Success
Onboarding ●

Recognition ●

At-a-glance schedule & summary ●

Progress-to-goals ●

HR System Integration ●

Administrator Features
Content and Communication Delegation and Approval Workflows ●

Workspaces for multiple content managers ●

Code-free Editing and Deployment of Screens ●

Multi-Role Personas ●

Multi-Site Support ●

Analyze - historical usage stats ●

A Modular Approach Below are just some of the many features available for Modo Workplace. 


